Makes daily life easier

bobino®

spring/summer 2018
At Bobino we design products that solve everyday problems in the most simple & practical way possible.
For more than a decade we have been making personal accessories that can be used throughout your day; at home, at work or whilst commuting.

In 2018 we aim for finishing introducing all of our existing products in our new Warm Color collection – a process we started last Summer.
For this Spring Season, we offer you Key Clip 2 pack, Cord Wrap L and XL and we also renewed our Cord Wrap 3 pack M and L. Besides these we created a 3 pack for Cord Wrap S.

In addition, we introduce our new product PHONE STAND. Between all already available phone stands, we succeeded in designing a compact sized, foldable version you can always take with you. Perfect for easy browsing or video calling.

Thank you and we look forward working with you.
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Bobino PHONE STAND is designed to hold your mobile phone for video calls & easy browsing at home or in the office. PHONE STAND is fully adjustable to any angle you choose in both landscape and portrait viewing. It’s compact size makes it easy to take it with you in your wallet, shirt pocket or bag.

**Material:** ABS, TPE  
**Dimensions:** 6x1x9 cm  
**Sold per 6**

**Phone Stand Packaging**  
**Material:** Peggable blister sleeve  
**Dimensions:** 8,9x1x19 cm

**Phone Stand Starter Kit**  
24 assorted pcs.:  
6 x ●, ○, ○  
**Material:** Cardboard  
**Dimensions:** 29,5x17x19 cm  
**PHSTASKWC24**
Bobino KEY CLIP makes it easy to locate your keys in your bag. Attach KEY CLIP inside your purse, handbag, briefcase or backpack. Your keys will be immediately at hand, every time you need them.

Material: PP  
Dimensions: 3,5x2x2 cm  
Sold per 6

charcoal  KECL2CL  
rubine  KECL2RU  
slate  KECL2ST  
cream  KECL2CR

Key Clip 2 pack Packaging  
Material: Peggable blister sleeve  
Dimensions: 15,5x2x8,5 cm

Key Clip 2 pack Starter Kit  
24 assorted pcs.:  
6 x ●, ○, ◦  
Material: Cardboard  
Dimensions: 25,5x25x18 cm  
KECL2SKWC24

Single packs also available in our 6 bright colors: ●, ○, ◦, ○, ○, ○, while stock lasts.
Bobino BAG HOOK is a portable companion for your bag, backpack or purse. BAG HOOK is designed to keep your valuables at hand, safe and off the floor. Choose from either hanging your bag on a table or attach it to the leg of a chair.

Material: Polycarbonate, Silicone
Dimensions: 10,5x2x8,5 cm
Sold per 4

Bag Hook Packaging
Material: Peggable paper sleeve
Dimensions: 10,5x2x8,5 cm

Bag Hook Starter Kit
18 assorted pcs.: 5 x ●, 4 x ●, 5 x ●, 4 x ○
Material: Cardboard
Dimensions: 22,5x26,5x23,5 cm
BAGHOSKWC18
Bobino PHONE HOLDER offers safe support for your phone while charging. The product comes now with an additional anti-slip tab to attach to the inside hole, which offers extra good grip to any (flat) charger.

Material: ABS, TPE
Dimensions: 11,5x8,5x12 cm
Sold per 6

Also available in our 6 bright colors: charcoal (PHCL), petrol (PHPT), slate (PHST), cream (PHCR)

A home for your phone
Bobino SLIM PEN is designed to be attached to the inside cover of a notebook or agenda. Your SLIM PEN is always handy because it is easily removed and re-attached to its adhesive docking tab.

Material: PP, Copper, Brass
Dimensions: 11x0,4x1,5 cm
Sold per 6

Slim Pen Packaging
Material: Peggable blister sleeve
Dimensions: 18x0,5x8,5 cm

Slim Pen Starter Kit
36 assorted pcs.: 9 x ●, ○, ●, ○
Material: Cardboard
Dimensions: 29,5x17x19 cm
SPBSKWC36

Also available in our 6 bright colors: ●, ○, ●, ○, ●, ○, while stock lasts.
**GLASSES CASE**

Find your glasses in your bag

Bobino GLASSES CASE is a protective shell with a hook. It is designed to be attached to the inside border of your handbag, purse, backpack or briefcase. When the case is open, your glasses are immediately accessible with a single gesture. Turn the inner case inside-out for normal protection.

Material: PP, TPE
Dimensions: 15x5x5,5 cm
Sold per 6

Also available in our 6 bright colors: charcoal, mustard, slate, cream, while stock lasts.

---

Glasses Case Packaging
Material: Peggable paper sleeve
Dimensions: 17x5x5,5 cm

Glasses Case Starter Kit
24 assorted pcs.:
6 x , , ,
Material: Cardboard
Dimensions: 28x24x30 cm
GLCSKWC24

Also available in our 6 bright colors: , , , , , while stock lasts.
CORD WRAP SMALL

for earbuds

With Bobino CORD WRAP you can easily wind and unwind cords and cables without twists or kinks. Use the various colors available to identify specific cords. Bobino CORD WRAP Small is perfect for your earbuds.

Material: PP, TPE
Dimensions: 5,5x0,3x3,5 cm
Sold per 12

charcoal
BSCL

burgundy
BSBG

slate
BSST

cream
BSCR

3 pack - warm colors
BS3WC Sold per 6

Also available in our 6 bright colors: ●, ○, ●, ○, ●, ○, while stock lasts.

Cord Wrap Small Packaging
Material: Peggable paper sleeve
Dimensions: 16x0,3x8 cm

Cord Wrap Small Starter Kit
60 assorted pcs.:
15 x ●, ○, ●, ○, ●
Material: Cardboard
Dimensions: 28x20x17,5 cm
BSKSWC60
CORD WRAP MEDIUM
for USB wires & chargers

Organize your twisted computer cables at home or in the office. Shorten or lengthen cords with ease and use the various colors available to identify specific cords. Use Bobino CORD WRAP Medium for USB computer cables.

Material: PP, TPE
Dimensions: 8x0,3x4 cm
Sold per 12

Also available in our 6 bright colors:

- charcoal BMCL
- emerald BMEM
- slate BMST
- cream BMCR

3 pack - warm colors BM3WC Sold per 6

Cord Wrap Medium Packaging
Material: Peggable paper sleeve
Dimensions: 16,3x0,3x8 cm

Cord Wrap Medium Starter Kit
48 assorted pcs.:
12 x ●, ●, ●
Material: Cardboard
Dimensions: 28x20x17,5 cm
BSKMWC48

Also available in our 6 bright colors: ●, ●, ●, ●, ●, ●, while stock lasts.
Use Bobino CORD WRAP Large for laptop chargers, extension cords and other household cords.

Material: PP, TPE
Dimensions: 11x0,3x5 cm
Sold per 12

Organize your cords

Also available in our 3 basic colors: ●, ○, ■, while stock lasts.
**CORD WRAP XL**

Organize your cords

Bobino CORD WRAP XL is perfect for power cords and extension cords up to 5 meter.

Material: PP, TPE
Dimensions: 15x0,4x7 cm
Sold per 6

Also available in our 3 basic colors: ●, ○, ●, while stock lasts.

---

Cord Wrap - XL Packaging
Material: Peggable paper sleeve
Dimensions: 19x0,4x8,7 cm

Cord Wrap - XL Starter Kit
24 assorted pcs.: 8 x ●, ○, ●
Material: Cardboard
Dimensions: 29x14x19 cm
BSKXLLWC24
BAG HOOK
Keep your bag handy & secure
Bobino LAPTOP FOOT is the perfect laptop accessory. It elevates your device and provides ventilation while allowing you to work more comfortably. The anti-slip material keeps your laptop in place and you only need one for stability!

Material: ABS, TPE
Dimensions: 2,9x7,9x2,8 cm
Sold per 4

Choose a comfortable angle

LAPTOP FOOT Packaging
Material: Peggable paper box
Dimensions: 10x3x8 cm

Laptop Foot Starter Kit
18 assorted pcs.: 4 x ●, ○, 3 x ●, ●, 2 x ●, ●
Material: Cardboard
Dimensions: 28,5x29x17 cm
LATOFSK18

black LATOFBK
white LATOFWH
red LATOFRD
lime LATOFLM
turquoise LATOFTQ
fuchsia LATOFFS
Bobino BOOKMARK PEN is a nicely shaped bookmark and pen in one. The combination of the slim design, handy clip and high quality pen refill makes it a perfect tool to bookmark any study book, crossword or novel. Also useful for taking notes and doing puzzles or crosswords.

Material: ABS, Metal
Dimensions: 1,5x14,5x0,6 cm
Sold per 6

Bookmark Pen Packaging
Material: Peggable paper sleeve
Dimensions: 18x0,7x8,7 cm

Bookmark Pen Starter Kit
36 assorted pcs.: 8 x , , , 4 x , , , ,
Material: Cardboard
Dimensions: 29,5x17x19 cm
BOMAPSK36
Bobino CABLE TAG helps you identify your cables. You can write on it with a normal ball pen or marker. CABLE TAG adjusts to fit cables up to 1cm thick. One package includes 10 pcs: 2 x 5 colors.

Material: PP, TPE
Dimensions: 1,3x0,2x6,3 cm
Sold per 12

Cable Tag Packaging
2 x O, , , ,
Material: Peggable blister sleeve
Dimensions: 17x0,9x9,8 cm
CATAG1

Cable Tag Starter Kit
24 pcs.
Material: Cardboard
Dimensions: 30x14x20,4 cm
CATAG1SK24
GLASSES CLIP

Keep your glasses handy in the car

Bobino GLASSES CLIP provides a safe and handy place for your sunglasses or corrective glasses in your car. Attach Bobino GLASSES CLIP to the sun visor and click the glasses in between. When you need them, just slide them out with one easy movement.

Material: PP
Dimensions: 3x3x6 cm
Sold per 6

Glasses Clip Packaging
Material: Peggable blister sleeve
Dimensions: 16,5x3x8,7 cm

Glasses Clip Starter Kit
24 assorted pcs.:
5 x ●, ○, 3 x ●, ●
Material: Cardboard
Dimensions: 30x25x28 cm
GCSK24

black
GCBK
white
GCWH
red
GCRD
lime
GCLM
turquoise
GCTQ
fuchsia
GCFS
MAGNET PEN

Write and hold your notes

Keep MAGNET PEN handy on any metal surface in your home, office or workshop. You will always have a pen to write and hold your notes. The magnet inside the pen holds any piece of paper.

Material: ABS, Metal
Dimensions: 13,5x0,8x1,5 cm
Sold per 6

black
MAPENBK

white
MAPENWH

red
MAPENRD

lime
MAPENLM

turquoise
MAPENTQ

fuchsia
MAPENFS

Magnet Pen Packaging
Material: Peggable blister sleeve
Dimensions: 18x0,9x8,7 cm

Magnet Pen Starter Kit
24 assorted pcs.:
5 x ●, ○, 4 x ●, ●, 3 x ●, ●
Material: Cardboard
Dimensions: 29x14x19 cm
MAPENSK24
Bobino DESK CABLE CLIP keeps your cables organized and easy-to-reach on your desk. The ‘S’ shape hooks clip to the edge without adhesive and occupy very little space. Choose the end that is suitable for the thickness of your desk.

Material: POM, TPE
Dimensions: 5,8x3,8x5,1 cm
Sold per 6

**Desk Cable Clip Packaging**
Material: Peggable blister sleeve
Dimensions: 18,5x3,8x8,5 cm

**Desk Cable Clip Starter Kit**
24 assorted pcs.:
5 x , 4 x , 3 x ,
Material: Cardboard
Dimensions: 34x30x27,5 cm
DECACS24
SCREEN SHELF
Create space on your screen

When TV screens got thinner, we lost the space we had for the remote control. Bobino SCREEN SHELF gives you back that space. You can also use SCREEN SHELF on your PC monitor, to personalize your workspace with a photo frame, a cactus or your favorite action hero.

Material: Polycarbonate, TPE
Dimensions: 2x11x17 cm
Sold per 6

black SCISHOBK
white SCISHOWH
red SCISHORD
lime SCISHOLM
turquoise SCISHTQ
fuchsia SCISHOSF

Screen Shelf Packaging
Material: Peggable paper box
Dimensions: 19x2x11 cm

Screen Shelf Starter Kit
24 assorted pcs.:
4x black, white, red, lime, turquoise, fuchsia
Material: Cardboard
Dimensions: 34x24x23 cm
SCISHOSK24
POS SOLUTIONS

COUNTER DISPLAY

We offer a light-weight spinning counter display, with 12 hooks, which can be filled with Bobino items in various combinations.

Bobino Counter Display - Empty
Sold per 1 | 63,4x24x35 cm
XTH63
Bobino Floor Display is a great way of presenting the Bobino collection. We currently offer 2 choices; one spinner version with 60 hooks that is slightly more voluminous and one more compact version which has 40 hooks. Both are sold empty and can be filled up with any product combination that is required. The wheels make them easily movable and 2 of 4 have a break, so unwanted displacement can be avoided.

**Bobino Floor Display - Empty**
Sold per 1 | 140x55x36
XFH140
Available per April

**Bobino Floor Display - Empty**
Sold per 1 | 155x55x55 cm
XFH155
While stock lasts (will be discontinued)